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From: Djamila 

To: IELTS Prep Group 

Subj: IELTS Speaking lesson 08-31-2017 

 

Lesson Objective 

The student shall be able to use “power words” as part of their oral vocabulary, read and comprehend both social and 

business language and demonstrate effective oral communication skills 

 

Section One 
Vocabulary 

Evaluation Criteria: ability to understand and use phrasal verbs with “get” and “keep”  

 

A. Get away with/ get along with/ get rid of/ get over/ get around/ get across/ get by/ get down/ get off 

B. Keep up/ keep away/ keep from/ keep to/ keep in/ keep off/ keep around 

 

1) It is shocking when people who commit serious crimes ________ what they have done. Courts should be stricter. 

2) Not even serious illness would _____________ (him) going to work. He was a complete workaholic. 

3) It is important to _________ colleagues in the workplace even if you don’t always agree on everything. 

4) Heading into these dangerous mountains, it's advisable to ______________ the marked paths. 

5) I hate having to _________ any of my books, but I don’t just don’t have room for all of them. 

6) Even if you feel really angry during the meeting, try and ______________ (it) until afterwards and we can talk about it then. 

7) Then the doctor said I should __________ dairy products for up to a month and the problem would resolve itself. 

8) It can be very difficult to _________ a divorce but most people find happiness again. 

9) You need to ____________ to your wife how terrible life would be without her. Maybe then, she will change her mind about 

the divorce. 

10)  I asked him to look for that report but he said he never had time to __________ doing it. He is lazy, I think! 

11) We will find it easier to__________ once you get that part-time job at the supermarket. 

12) It is raining again. Weather like this really___________ (me). 

13) You should____________ from that old factory - it could be dangerous. 

14) Walk faster, Chloe! If you don't________ with the rest of us, we'll return home immediately. 

 

Section two:  

Speaking images 
 

Directive: One student will be given one random image and will need to:  

1) Give a title to the image  

2) Describe the image using at least THREE adjectives  

3) Create an ad from the image using all the visual elements in order to convey a message+ use at least one phrasal verb!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


